
Conejo Simi Moorpark Association of REALTORS® 

Repurpose of Commercial Property - Position 

The CSMAR is in favor of repurposing of some retail and/or commercial properties. The market and 
business environment has changed, and brick and mortar commercial retail centers are at risk of not 
being economically viable without flexible options on use and future market needs. Some vacancies 
have risen to the level that commercial property values are being threatened. 

Nationwide commercial tenants have been in distress because of the move and technologically 
advantageous use of online purchasing. This appears to be a long-term change which will only gain more 
momentum. This puts commercial properties at a disadvantage because of market conditions, 
vacancies, and costs of operation. We have already seen a move in different parts of the state and 
country in the repurpose of commercial property that is no longer competitive. It has been said that “C 
class” properties will totally go away, “B class” properties will be in distress, and that “A class” 
properties will have to adapt. 

Why CSMAR is in favor of Repurpose of Commercial Property 

• Those properties who are in distress will be less viable and decrease in value.
• Vacancies can produce more vacancies, especially in larger properties and malls.
• Tax base may decline both in sales tax and property tax.
• Approval of different uses will enable remaining retail use to be more viable.
• Use for residential, health care, office, and storage are only a few uses which should be

considered for properties with large vacancies.
• The repurposing will make each community stronger and enhance our local quality of life.

Conejo Simi Moorpark Association of REALTORS 

The Conejo Simi Moorpark Association of Realtors® (CSMAR) boundaries contain five cities: Thousand 
Oaks, Simi Valley, Moorpark, Westlake Village, Agoura Hills and two Counties: Ventura County and Los 
Angeles County. We also have three (3) MAC areas: Oak Park, Santa Rosa Valley, and Casa Conejo.  With 
multitude of elected and employed officials representing those cities, counties, and MAC areas, we 
recognize the effort it takes to know which of these elected bodies are considering rules, regulations, or 
ordinances which may affect the Real Estate industry. The Association has adopted a position on local 
issues which affect us the most. We believe it is important to articulate our positions on local Real Estate 
issues within our boundaries to all membership, along with those in leadership positions, elected 
officials, and their staff. 

WE URGE ALL OUR MEMBERS AND ELECTED OFFICIALS 
CSMAR  TO SUPPORT REPURPOSE OF COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
P 805 495-4681 
www.csmaor.com 




